Important information
Despite the rigorous final inspection, we nevertheless recommend checking the product for
weaving faults or color deviations BEFORE the installation of the product. Once the product
has been cut an/or used, complaints can no longer be accepted! Slight color variations and
somewhat thicker or finer yarns compared to the sample in the pattern book may occur. Both
effects are inherent in the production of textiles and furthermore emphasize the typical
character of the product. This is no cause for complaints !

NEW Your Kanvazz is today even easier and faster to install thanks to the precut borders. In
normal conditions, only trimming at the bottom is required. This results in an even faster
installation than before and positively influences the final installationcost !

Enjoy your Kanvazz wall coverings every day !

HANGING INSTRUCTIONS
The surface must be clean, firm, smooth, dry, free from dust and grease and slightly
absorbent. Highly absorbent surfaces should be pre-brushed with an impregnating agent.
Always use professional equipment and sharp blades for the cutting equipment! Ambient t°
must be at least 15°C (60°Fh) and use a white vinyl adhesive (ca. 5 kg for ca 30 m²).

Take the roll, cut the wall coverings and the tube at the
distance between ceiling and floor + 2” (5cm). The actual
cutting line becomes the upper side of the wall coverings.
Always use sharp blades ! Put your glue onto the wall by
means of a paint roller in vertical and horizontal direction.
Leave the adhesive for a few minutes if the surface is nonabsorbent. This increases adhesion and prevents the adhesive
from seeping through the product. Press the wall coverings
onto the adhesive in an upper corner. Roll out approx. 3ft (1m)
and position the roll at an angle to the wall.

The plumb line will show whether the Jacquard pattern is
straight. Use the plumb line again after each recessed or
protruding corner.

Smooth out using a clothes brush. If you follow the
instructions, no adhesive will seep through the product. Only
use a spatula to press the product in the corners. Avoid
pressing too hard, in order to prevent possible creases or
wrinkles and to avoid optical side effects.

Cut away around windows and doors. Roll out the wall
coverings across windows and doors. Then cut away the
openings, leaving sufficient material for a neat finish around
the frames. Save all left-overs, do not fold them, use them for
an invisible finish in other places.

Using a spatula, press the textile to the wall and trim at the
floor. Using a sharp blade, cut away all surpluses of fabric
along the edge at the spatula. Renew the blades regularly !

HANGING INSTRUCTIONS
It is important to remove excess adhesive immediately using a clean, damp sponge.
Treat any remaining ‘wet’ stains immediately with pure water, ‘dry’ stains can be
removed (afterwards) by using our ‘gomnet’ stain-removing cloth.
Small airbubbles :
Small air bubbles can occur on a poorly prepared
surface. Smooth these out using an iron set to
cotton. Place a clean sheet between the iron and
the wall coverings. If the wall covering does not
stick, there is not enough adhesive.
Air pocket :

An air pocket may be formed if you do not press or smooth out the wall coverings
sufficiently. Cut the air pocket vertically, apply the required adhesive carefully and fit
together gently.

Any questions ?
- Mail us at: kanvazz@slots.be
- Call us at +32 (0)56 77 48 50
- Fax us at +32 (0)56 77 49 62
- Visit our website at: www.kanvazz.be

